
Miniature ARENA Football Procedures 

 
Revised as of Thursday, August 22, 2019 

 

I. The Field:  

 

A. To promote a fast-paced, high-scoring game, it is recommended that the Home 

Team provide a Model 500-sized field that allows players to move at a high rate 

of speed like that of a real game.  

B. The goal side net(s) should extend the entire width of the field, regardless of the 

board used. Model 500 nets are 5 ½” square made out of a ¼” frame (13 ½ wide 

x 8” tall). The bottoms of the nets should be exactly 2 inches above the field 

surface. Goal posts should be exactly 2 inches wide with a crossbar height of 3 

inches. 

C. Sideline/End Zone barriers can be made from ¼-inch thick x 1-inch tall foam 

board. Just add your own company logos. Walls should somehow be secured so 

that they do not interfere with the players i.e. vibrate into the field of play. 

D. Customized field covers and boards are available from 

www.miniaturefootballguys.com.  

E. Board Speed and Hang-Time: Being able to accurately match the scoring of the 

AFL (100 points) is MOST important. Players MUST be able to cover the entire 

distance from GL to GL in 2-4 seconds consistently without falling over. The board 

should NOT be set too high as to purposely cause players to fall over, nor should 

it be set so slow that NO PLAYERS can run GL to GL in the agreed upon time.  

 

 II. Players, Bases, Weight Limits and Formations:  

 

A. Traditionally, the QB and OS swap out for the 2 DS; and in keeping with the Iron-

Man spirit, 6 guys generally play both ways - FB/LB, WR/DB, WR/LB and 3 OL/DL. 

However, some teams now field completely separate offensive and defensive 

platoons. Minimum roster size is 8 figures, 8 bases; maximum is 16 figures, 16 

bases. However, at least ONE player must play both ways in order to utilize the 

"Juggernaut" rule below. See Glossary. 

B. ALL bases are allowed without exception, but choose wisely for your 2-way 

players.  

C. Suggested Roster Setup(s) and Maximum Weight Limit (figure + base = player):  

 

 

Position 

Chicago 

RUSH 

(Fab 5) 

Dallas 

DESPERADOS 

(buzzball) 

New York 

DRAGONS 

(ff.net) 

Maximum 

Weight 

(grams) 

QB “Croucher” QB “Field General” 4.0 

OS “Croucher” WR2 “Barry” 3.5 

WR / JLB “Receiver” WR1 “” 3.5 

WR / DB “Receiver” RB “Speed Demon” 3.5 

FB / MLB “Stiff Arm” “Mr. Everything” “Singletary” 3.5 

OL / DL “Blocker” OL “Anchor” 4.0 
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OL / DL “Blocker” OL “Squatter” 4.0 

TE / DL “Stiff Arm” “Mr. Everything” “” 4.0 

DS “Wide Arm” CVR “Prime Time” 3.5 

DS “Wide Arm” CVR “Lester” 3.5 

DB3   “Assassin” 3.5 

DL   “” 4.0 

DL   “Minister of Defense” 4.0 

DL   “Blitzer” 4.0 

 

D. Offense:  

 

1. At least four (4) men must setup on the LOS: 2 OL, 1 TE and 1 WR (opposite the 

TE). They must be exactly 1 base-length apart, except for: 4th Down and 2 or 

less; GL; and FG.   

2. The QB must setup directly behind and no further than one (1) base-length 

from the Center at the start of the play. He may start the play on a dead 

base or on a mobile base; either set to spin in place; drop back (no limit) or 

rollout.  

3. The FB most often acts as a 4th OL and blocks the blitzing "Mack" LB. He must 

not setup any closer than the rear edge of the OL and no further than 1 base-

length away from the QB. He must either setup opposite the TE, or stacked 

behind the QB. He may angle out of the backfield and would usually be 

covered by the "Jack" LB, allowing the "Mack" LB to freely blitz the QB.  

4. The 2 WRs setup outside of the OTs. They may setup angled in any direction, 

but may not stack behind one another.  

5. Offense must declare TE by number and confirm the Defense acknowledges 

him.  

6. WR1 must setup opposite the TE along the LOS. He may be angled upon 

setup. 

7. WR2 must setup within 1 base-length of the LOS. He, too, may be angled 

upon setup. 

8. The OS has free reign to do anything we see him do in real life.  

a. He may start the play anywhere on the Offense’s side of the field.  

b. He may be motioned one (1) time after the defense says "set."  

i. A “yo-yo” motion is back and forward again.  

ii. A “loop” is back and around to the other side of the Center.  

c. After either of these motions, the OS may either end his motion: somewhat 

“offside” as long as he is not entirely across the LOS; or anywhere else 

behind the LOS, to include being stacked behind any Offensive player.  

9. Illegal Formation penalties must be called after offense says "set" and are 

dead ball fouls (not counted as a play), minus 5-yards against the Offense. 

 

E. Defense:  

 

1. Defensive Linemen (DL) must maintain a one TTC base-width Neutral Zone (2 

yards on Model 500). All 3 DL must setup directly in front of an OL. ONLY the 



NT is allowed to twist, stunt or angle in tandem with the MLB. Otherwise, 

straight-up, head-up "bull rush."  

2. The "Mack" LB primarily blitzes the QB, but may also cover the FB out of the 

backfield. He must setup in the NT / DT gap opposite the TE and within the “LB 

Box:” the area between, but not wider than the NT and either DT; no closer 

than the rear edge of the DL (2nd Neutral Zone); and no further than three (3) 

base-lengths from the LOS. He may only blitz through either "A" gap - 

between the NT and either DT - and not from the outside. He is allowed to 

mirror the FB if angled off-tackle.   

3. The "Jack" LB primarily reads the QB and tries to “jump” the underneath 

routes.  He must setup in the NT / DT gap on the same side as the TE and 

within the “LB Box.” He may either setup on a Freeze Frame (not stacked) or 

on a spinning TTC, or can be set to run toward either sideline within 10 yards 

of the LOS. He is not allowed to blitz the QB or drop straight back into a deep 

zone. SPECIAL RULE: On passing plays, after the intended receiver is called, 

the JLB may "orbit" his Freeze Frame in any direction as to simulate jumping 

the route or ball. [TOEPRO] The pass MUST still be attempted. 

4. DBs must not setup any closer than the rear edge of the DL. Only one DB/DS 

can react to the OS angle and/or motion, to include releasing the JLB toward 

either sideline.  

5. DBs/DSs are not allowed to outright blitz the QB. However, if a DB breaks off 

his receiver and contacts the QB, it would result in a legal tackle or sack.  

6. All Illegal Defense penalties must be called by the Offense after the Defense 

says "set," but before the play starts; then accepted or declined after the 

play.  

***Note: Yardage requirements/restrictions are referenced as "base-width(s)" and "base-

length(s)" to accommodate different sized boards. ***    

 

III. Timing:  

 

A. Play count method: 1st and 3rd quarters are 13 plays each, while the 2nd and 

4th quarters are 17 plays each. 

B. Each team is allowed three (3) time-outs per half, which does add extra plays.  

C. Setup clock should be 15-seconds for Offense; and an additional 10-seconds for 

Defense.  

D. Pass clock / adjustment clock / FG clock should be 15-seconds.  

E. Hang time clock for Kick Offs and missed FGs should be 2-4 seconds, depending 

on the size of board being used. Kickoffs and FG attempts count as a play, 

especially since a return is possible. However, XPs and 2PATs are not counted as 

plays.  
 

 IV. Ball Movement and Scoring:  

 

A. Four (4) downs are allowed to advance the ball ten (10) yards for the first down, 

or to score.  

B. Six (6) points are awarded for a touchdown (TD), to include Missed FG attempts 

that are recovered by Defense on their side of the LOS.  



C. One (1) point is awarded for a conversion by place kick after a touchdown (XP), 

and also on Kickoffs when the ball is kicked through the uprights ala CFL "single"; 

two (2) points for a successful run or pass after a touchdown (2PAT).  

D. Three (3) points are awarded for a field goal (FG).  

E. Two (2) points are awarded for a safety (SAF).  
 

 

V. Kick-Offs:  

 

A. Kicking team = 7 players + stationary TTQB at own GL  

B. Return team must have at least 3 men on kicking team's 10-yard line.   

● Return man must be on a Freeze Frame anywhere within his own end zone.  

C. Run the board and clock for 2-4 seconds or until a player from the kicking team 

touches the 5-yard line to simulate the ball in the air.  

D. Using the TTQB, the Kicking Team has two (2) attempts to kick a "fair" ball.  

E. Fifteen seconds maximum to perform both kicks - kick, reload, kick.  

F. The first "fair" ball kicked is in play. KO team cannot re-kick a good kick!  

1. Any unengaged player on the kicking team that is within the receiving team’s 

10-yard line is eligible to recover / advance the ball ONLY IF the ball first 

strikes the goal-side net and then either strikes that player on the fly or on the 

bounce.  

2. If the ball does not strike any player nor goal-side wall or net, and lands within 

the 10-yard line, then the return man MUST return the ball from that spot.  

3. If the ball rebounds out and/or hits any player beyond the 10-yard line, then 

the ball is dead and the receiving team takes possession at the spot of the 

ball. 

4. If the ball lands in the end zone, a return MUST be attempted. If the Return 

Man does not attempt a return or is tackled in the end zone, it will not result in 

a Safety, but the Return team will be penalized, resulting in 1st and 10 from 

the 2 1/2-yard line. 

5. If the ball is kicked through the field goal, the Kicking team will be awarded a 

"single" point; if the ball hits the goal side wall and bounces out-of-bounds or 

goes between the goal side wall and nets, it will be deemed a touchback. 

Both instances will be 1st and 10 from the 5-yard line for the Receiving team. 

6. If the ball is kicked directly out of bounds, or is kicked over the goal side net, it 

will be deemed Illegal Procedure (IP) and the receiving team will gain 

possession 1st and 10 from their own 20-yard line. 

G. Each team has 15-seconds to aim and/or angle all unengaged players, before 

resuming the play.  
 

VI. Field Goals:  

 

A. Punting is not allowed. On fourth down, a team must go for a first down, 

touchdown or field goal.  

B. Offense must declare "field goal" so that the defense can place a return man 

back.   

C. The Kicking team should line up 5 guys on the LOS with the FB, holder and TTQB 

at 10 yards.  



● The FB and "holder" do not have to stay in place; they may be set to run 

downfield to cover the kick.  

D. Defense, for the most part, sets up head-to-head in a 4-3-1, leaving the center 

with at least a 2 base-length “cushion”.  No players are allowed to blitz around 

the ends. 

E. After the Defense says "set," the board is run for 2-4 seconds or until a player from 

the kicking team touches the 5-yard line to simulate the ball in the air.  

F. The Offense has 15-seconds to attempt the kick after the board is stopped. Only 

one attempt is allowed on a FG. The kick may still be attempted even if a 

defender has contacted the TTQB. The kick must be attempted from the final 

resting spot and the TTQB may be angled upward over a defender, as long as 

some part of its base rests upon the field.  

1. Any unengaged player on the kicking team that is within the receiving team’s 

10-yard line is eligible to recover / advance the ball ONLY IF the ball first 

strikes the goal-side net and then either strikes that player on the fly or on the 

bounce.  

2. If the ball does not strike any player nor goal-side wall or net, and lands within 

the 10-yard line, then the return man may advance the ball from that spot.  

3. If the ball rebounds out and/or hits any player beyond the 10-yard line, then 

the ball is dead and the Receiving team takes possession at the spot of the 

ball. 

4. If the ball lands in the end zone, a return MUST be attempted. If the Return 

Man does not attempt a return or is tackled within the end zone, it will not 

result in a Safety, but the Return team will be penalized resulting in 1st and 10 

from the 2 1/2-yard line. 

5. If the ball hits the goal side wall and bounces out-of-bounds or goes between 

the goal side wall and nets, it will be deemed a touchback and 1st and 10 

from the 5-yard line.  

6. If the ball is kicked directly out of bounds, or is kicked over the goal side net, it 

will be deemed Illegal Procedure (IP) and the receiving team will gain 

possession 1st and 10 from their own 20-yard line. 

G. Each team has 15-seconds to pivot / advance pivot (p/ap) all unengaged 

players, before resuming the play.  

H. The stationary TTQB may be replaced with a mobile player if the kick is missed 

and after the return team is "set."  

 

VII. Onside Kicks:  
 

A. Onside kick must be declared after Return team says “set”.  

B. The kick must go at least 10-yards and can be intentionally ricocheted off an 

opposing team’s player.   

C. Both teams are allowed to p/ap all players toward the ball, except the ricochet 

victim.  

D. The ball is live for 5-seconds until recovered.  Receiving team may advance the 

ball - no additional pivots for either team – just move the ball and continue the 

play. Kicking team may not advance, but gains possession at spot of ball. 



E. If the ball is not recovered by any player after 5-seconds, or is either kicked or 

ricochets out-of-bounds, then possession goes to the Receiving team at the spot 

of the ball or ricochet player.  
 

VIII. Extra Point(s):  

 

A. XPs are uncontested from the 10-yard line and may not be returned if missed.  

B. The Offense may elect to go for 2 points (2PAT) from the 5-yard line.  
 

IX. Passing:  

 

A. Offense has 15-seconds from the start of the board to execute a pass play. 

Defense may start the 15-second countdown clock as soon as the board is 

turned on.  

B. The QB may drop back as far as need be, but must pass from wherever the 

board is stopped. Some portion of the QB’s base must remain behind the LOS. 

C. Passes may either be attempted with the TTQB or any other currently mass-

produced passing device, unless within 2 base-lengths from QB and clear path 

(auto-complete / pitch / shovel). 

D. Only unengaged receivers are eligible to receive a pass and must be declared 

before the pass attempt or it will be deemed INCOMPLETE, no exceptions. The 

two OL are not eligible to receive passes.   

E. In order to promote higher scoring, "Turn & Burn” is allowed; unengaged 

defenders are allowed to p/ap.  

F. Even if there are no eligible receivers to pass to after the board is stopped, the 

QB may elect to “throw away” or “scramble.”  

1. To “scramble,” some portion of the QB’s base must remain within the QB Box, 

otherwise, “throw away.” 

2. Only the QB and unengaged defenders may p/ap.  

3. There is no limit to the number of times a QB may “scramble.”  

G. If the QB's entire base goes out of the back of the end zone, then 2-points are 

awarded to the Defense for the Safety.  

***Note: If the particular board being played on doesn't allow the QB to go entirely 

out of the back of the end zone and some portion of his base remains within the 

end-line, whether during play or setup, then a Safety cannot be awarded, unless a 

Sack occurs. 

H. There are no sidelines, so if any part of the ball carrier's base touches the sideline 

walls, play continues until a Tackle is made; forward progress stops; or a 

Touchdown is scored. It is important that the sideline walls are nearly immovable 

by the board’s vibration and/or players being able to push them.  
 

X. Running: 

 

A. If “Run” is declared, play type cannot be changed to “Pass.” 

B. Any non-OL within 3 base-lengths of and behind the Center may run the ball “off 

the break.” ONLY the MLB and JLB may p/ap toward the play.  

C. QB may start the play and then elect to “pitch” if: 

a. Some portion of both player’s bases remain behind the LOS;  



b. Some portion of the pitch man’s base remains behind the QB’s base; and 

c. Pitch-man remains within 2 base-lengths of QB with a clear path. 

d. QB must “keep” if conditions (a), (b) and (c) are not met. 

e. Resolve play as is, no further p/ap from either team allowed. 

D. There are no sidelines, so if any part of the ball carrier's base touches the sideline 

walls, play continues until a Tackle is made; forward progress stops; or a 

Touchdown is scored. It is important that the sideline walls are nearly immovable 

by the board’s vibration and/or players being able to push them.  
  

XI. Overtime Rules: 

 

A. Overtime periods are 13-plays long during the regular season and the playoffs.  

B. Each team is allowed two (2) time-outs per Half, which does add extra plays.  

C. Each team gets one possession to score, beginning with a coin toss and Kickoff. 

If an Onside Kick is successful, and the Kicking team subsequently recovers the 

ball and scores on their possession, they must kick away (not onside kick) to allow 

the other team one possession. If, after each team has had one possession and 

one team is ahead, that team wins. If the teams are tied after each has had a 

possession, the next team to score wins (Sudden Death). FGs may be attempted 

on 1st down. Refer to the above rule for Kick-Offs and Field Goals.  
 

XII. Glossary: 

Advanced Pivot (ap): to redirect player at spot by lifting him from the board; turning 

dial and/or brushing prongs; and replacing him. Use index finger, yard marker, pivot box 

or on-field referee to prevent player from sliding forward or closer to play. 

Auto Complete / Pitch: when intended receiver is within 2 base-lengths of QB with a 

clear path; the TTQB or TDQ does not have to be used.  

Auto Incomplete / “Throw away”: when there are no eligible receivers to throw to, the 

offense may elect to "throw it away" without penalty. The lucky fan may keep the ball!  

Broken Tackle: play continues when ball carrier runs into back of defender’s base 

(corner to corner); or if upon ABC, defender falls over.  

Fumble: occurs when, upon ABC tackle, ball carrier falls over. Flip 2-sided coin: Heads = 

Defense recovers and takes over possession at spot. Ball carrier is credited with yards up 

to forward-most portion of base. 

Illegal Defense: can be called after Defense says “set” if: 

1. Either Neutral Zone is violated;  

2. Either DT is not setup straight-up and head-to-head with OT; 

3. NT and MLB are set to blitz thru same “A” gap; 

4. Either LB is setup outside of DTs;  

5. Either LB is stacked and offensive counterparts are not;  

6. JLB on magnet stacked behind DL;  

7. Both LBs blitz on a pass play;  

8. Either or both LBs drop directly back into deep zone;  

9. MLB crosses LOS outside of either DT unless “run” play;  

10. NT crosses LOS outside of either DT unless “run” play; 

11. DBs blitz directly across LOS unless “run” play. 

All Illegal Defense penalties incur a 5-yard penalty and replay of Down or Offense may 

take the result of the play, whichever is more beneficial.  



Illegal Procedure (Offense): can be called after Offense says “set” if: 

1. Exactly 4 players do not setup on LOS; 

2. OL are setup less than 1 base-length apart unless tight alignment allowed; 

3. WR1 and TE setup on LOS on same side of Center; 

4. FB is setup further than 1 base-length from QB; 

5. OS is completely across LOS. 

All Illegal Procedure (Offense)penalties incur a 5-yard penalty and replay of Down or 

Defense may take the result of the play, whichever is more beneficial. 

Juggernaut: One player from each team may be designated as the "Juggernaut" 

granted he plays BOTH sides of the ball i.e. FB & MLB or WR / DB, etc and same figure / 

base combination. [Thunder Valley] On Offense, he cannot be tackled on first contact. 

On Defense, he causes a fumble - possession determined by coin flip or single dice roll.  

In the event both team's Juggernaut collide, flip a coin or roll a single die to determine 

which "power" prevails that time.  

Pivot (p): to redirect player at spot without lifting him from the board. Use index finger, 

yard marker, pivot box or on-field referee to prevent player from sliding forward or 

closer to play.  

QB Box: the area behind the LOS and between both OTs. 

Stacking: to align one or more players directly behind one another without at least a 1 

base-length space between them. QB, FB and OS may stack on Offense; Defense may 

only mirror Offense’s stack.  

Tackle: Any-Base-Contact. 


